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ABSTRACT
Mobile navigation apps are among the most used mobile
applications and are often used as a baseline to evaluate new
mobile navigation technologies in field studies. As field stud-
ies often introduce external factors that are hard to control
for, we investigate how pedestrian navigation methods can
be evaluated in virtual reality (VR). We present a study com-
paring navigationmethods in real life (RL) and VR to evaluate
if VR environments are a viable alternative to RL environ-
ments when it comes to testing these. In a series of studies,
participants navigated a real and a virtual environment us-
ing a paper map and a navigation app on a smartphone. We
measured the differences in navigation performance, task
load and spatial knowledge acquisition between RL and VR.
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From these we formulate guidelines for the improvement of
pedestrian navigation systems in VR like improved legibility
for small screen devices. We furthermore discuss appropri-
ate low-cost and low-space VR-locomotion techniques and
discuss more controllable locomotion techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
Mobile navigation applications like Google Maps are among
the most used smartphone apps [14]. Using mobile devices
to navigate has become a very frequent task, making mobile
map apps the de facto standard for navigation. Still a diverse
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Figure 1: User study conditions: Paper map in RL (a), smart-
phone in RL (b), papermap attached to a VIVE controller for
VR (c), and smartphone attached to a VIVE controller for VR
(d).

portfolio of novel navigation methods and multimodal in-
terfaces is continuously developed, such as tactile belts [24],
wearable displays [8], drones for displaying spatial informa-
tion [28] or smartwatch-navigation interfaces [33]. Typically,
these methods have been compared against a baseline tech-
nique (e.g. paper map or mobile map app) in a field study.
However, those field studies in real life environments are
hard to compare, as they are typically conducted in different
cities with different city structures, different landmarks and
different weather and traffic conditions. Therefore, the goal
of this paper is to evaluate if VR environments are a viable
alternative to RL environments when evaluating navigation
interfaces and methods. We highlight problems and chal-
lenges of this approach and formulate guidelines on how
to evaluate navigation methods in VR and RL. Our work
builds upon a large body of research on evaluating naviga-
tion methods and devices in the lab [6, 12, 17] and especially
in VR [13, 26, 31]. We extend this literature by comparing
the effectiveness of this approach and discuss the influence
VR has on the two most common navigation methods (paper
map and smartphone). If VR environments were to mimic
most of the qualities of a RL study, we could potentially elim-
inate external factors common in RL field studies. A first
step towards this is testing the two most common navigation
methods under similar conditions in VR and RL to answer

the following research questions: (RQ1) How does the lo-
comotion, the VR environment and the navigation method
influence participants navigation performance? And (RQ2)
how can we improve upon these factors and bring VR navi-
gation and RL navigation closer together? We created a VR
environment that is geographically identical to Findorff a
part of Bremen in Germany and compared the navigation
performance using a paper map and a smartphone with a
mobile map app. Participants performed the same naviga-
tion tasks in RL and VR (see figure 1). To test participants
in both environments the navigation performance (defined
by time and number of errors), task load and the spatial
knowledge acquisition were measured. To assure a natural
and immersive VR experience we evaluated four different
VR locomotion techniques and compared them to walking
in RL prior to the main study.

Contributions
Overall, our results show that participants navigating in
VR show a different performance from participants in the
RL environment. However, as related literature suggests we
see promising results for the spatial knowledge acquisition.
Therefore we provide insights and formulate guidelines for
(but not limited to) the following findings: In VR participants
performed better with the smartphone than with the paper
map. In RL participants performed better with the paper map
than with the smartphone. Individual differences increase in
VR. Participants experience higher task load in VR than in
RL regardless of the navigation method. Participants acquire
the same spatial knowledge in VR and RL in a route recall
test. In VR participants quickly adapt to the virtual setting
and try to exploit the VR locomotion technique.

2 RELATEDWORK
There is a large body of related work studying various as-
pects of pedestrian navigation. Researchers are interested
in navigation strategies and performance [24], task load or
spatial knowledge acquisition during navigation [1, 5, 30, 31].
There is also a long tradition of building novel and multi-
modal navigation prototypes [8, 27] and comparing them
to existing techniques such as turn-by-turn navigation on a
mobile device or paper map, using field studies. But evaluat-
ing navigation tasks in laboratory settings is also becoming
more common. Virtual environments (VEs) with different
levels of immersion and locomotion techniques have been
a widely used tool in those studies. Cliburn [6] for example
used three large projection screens oriented at 120 degree
angles to conduct an experiment exploring the use of dynam-
ically placed landmarks as navigation aids. Subjects used a
gamepad to move and rotate through the VE and interact
with the system. For pedestrian street crossing simulations,
Deb et al. [10] and Feldstein et al. [13] conducted studies
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in VR using low cost HMDs with real walking in a small
tracking space. Large screens, projections or HMDs are ways
to improve the visual immersion [10, 13, 15, 20, 21] that be-
fore was restricted to regular computer screens. Nevertheless
there was already extensive research being conducted on
navigation that used the benefit of a lab environment even
with basic computer monitors.

Spatial Learning in Virtual Environments
Cushman et al. [7] relied on the flexibility and safety of
the laboratory in order to investigate whether navigational
deficits caused by cognitive ageing and Alzheimer’s disease
observed in RL could be observed in VR navigation. For this
purpose, navigation in RL and VR was compared. In the RL
experiment, participants sat in a wheelchair and were carried
by an experimenter through an indoor environment follow-
ing a fixed route. In VR participants were sitting in front of
a display and navigated through the simulated environment.
Their results show that there is a close correlation between
RL and VR navigational deficits and they conclude that vir-
tual navigation is well suited for conducting experiments
in this domain. Research also shows that virtual environ-
ments can successfully be used to learn spatial information.
Wallet et al. [31] have shown that spatial knowledge can be
transferred successfully from a VE to the real world when us-
ing action based learning. Participants navigated two routes
with three different display modes: (1) passive VE (with a
route recorded), (2) active VE with joystick and (3) the real
environment (the participant actually travelled the route
by following instructions). The joystick outperformed the
passive condition in both way-finding and sketch mapping
tasks. This finding is supported by the results of Richardson
et al. [26]. They compared the spatial knowledge acquisition
of maps, real- and virtual-indoor environments by letting the
participants learn in one of these three conditions and test-
ing their route distance and direction estimates to specific
landmarks in the real environment afterwards. Their results
point out that all three learning conditions performed simi-
larly on remembering the layout of landmarks on a single
floor, though the VE learners achieved the lowest perfor-
mance. A similar result was found by Bliss et al. by showing
that firefighters learning to navigate through a building in
VR were almost as successful as the one learning in RL [3].
The above literature shows that lab studies on navigation
have been successfully conducted using everything from
computer monitors to HMDs and that knowledge and expe-
riences transfer partially from virtual to real environments.
Based on this premise we designed our pedestrian simulator
in VR and test it against RL conditions.

3 PRE-STUDY: VR LOCOMOTION TECHNIQUES
An existing issue of studies using virtual environments is the
break of realism and immersion due to VR locomotion tech-
niques [11]. Therefore, the goal of the preliminary study was
to evaluate different locomotion techniques in terms of pace,
naturalness and comfort. Unrealistic VR motion disturbs the
experience in terms of naturalness and immersion, while
users can also suffer from severe motion sickness [2] when
exposed to visual-proprioceptive conflicts. A reasonable so-
lution is to match the tracking space to the size of the VE, but
is often not feasible because VEs are larger in size, as com-
pared to the space available in laboratories. When the size of
the VE exceeds the available space in the laboratory, people
have used various complex (hardware) setups to enable loco-
motion in VR. Examples are the VirtuSphere [18], Suspended
Walking [32], Omnidirectional Treadmills [9] or Redirected
Walking [29]. While those setups offer somehow natural lo-
comotion, they make results hard to compare across different
user studies. Therefore we focused on comparing locomo-
tion techniques which do not require additional hardware
and have low space and low cost requirements to ensure a
wide range of applications and thus comparability. In our pre-
study we compare walking in a real environment with 100ms
Warp, Avatar Warp, Walking-in-Place and Freeze Rotation in
a virtual environment, which come at a low price and need a
minimal amount of space (3m x 3m). WARP is a sub-type of
the arch teleportation location technique. Arch teleportation
is the standard locomotion technique in the Steam VR home
app. AVATAR is also a sub-type of arch teleportation. It re-
quires the participants to choose a target destination, which
is then approached by a human avatar. When confirming, the
participant is teleported to the avatars position. Walking-in-
Place (WIP) measures the head elevation during a stepping
motion. The movement is then translated into VR motion,
which enables the participant to navigate through the VE
while actually walking in place. Freeze Rotation (FREEZE) is
a locomotion technique in which participants walk through
the VR tracking space. When reaching the border of the
tracking space participants can confirm so using a button
press which freezes the VR scene. They can then turn around
in the tracking space and release the button. This way they
have “frozen” the scene and therefore not changed the ori-
entation in VR but can now walk through the VR tracking
space again.

Participants & Procedure
We recruited 16 participants (11 male and 5 female) with
an average age of 25 (min: 20, max: 30). Every participant
navigated a 440m path in RL and VR with the different loco-
motion techniques. The study used a within-subject design
and the conditions were counterbalanced. The participants
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Figure 2: The average time spent inmotion, stopping + stand-
ing and error correction per segment (110m).

were provided with instructional paper cards that showed
the navigation instructions (“left”, “right” or “straight”) at
the 24 decision points. The participants were asked to follow
the instruction each time they encountered a decision point
simulating a turn-by-turn style navigation approach. In RL
an experimenter followed them to measure the duration,
count the navigation errors and number of stops they made.

Results & Analysis
We conducted a one-way repeated measure analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) for completion time measurements. It re-
vealed a significant effect of the locomotion technique on
completion time performance ( F(4,75) = 186.4, p < .001).
For post-hoc testing we used Sidak-Correction. Pairwise
t-testing with repeated measures of the completion time re-
vealed significant differences between FREEZE (M = 444.65,
SD = 95.30) and all other locomotion techniques respectively.
Additionally, WARP (M = 65.06, SD = 29.73) and AVATAR (M
= 101.03, SD = 20.49) showed significant differences (t(15) =
-5.83, p < .001). When comparing the means WIP (M = 80.98,
SD = 27.98) was the closest to RL (M = 83.27, SD = 12.51),
while WARP, AVATAR as well as FREEZE showed larger
differences. Each participant made at least 1 navigation er-
ror and more than 8 stops with an average of 2.44 errors
(SD = 1.09) and 16 stops (SD = 7.42). The main reasons for
stopping and standing were orientation and instruction com-
prehension. Pairwise Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests showed
that participants made significantly more stops when mov-
ing in each VR locomotion technique compared to RL (M
= 0.45, SD = 0.44). In terms of the times spent for resolving
errors we found no significant effect between the locomo-
tion techniques. In contrast to the time participants stopped,
a non-parametric Friedman-Test showed a high significant
impact (Chi-Square = 39.25, p < .001) of the locomotion tech-
nique on the stop time. In all VR locomotion techniques
participants spent significantly more time standing when
compared to RL. From all VR locomotion techniquesWIP has

the lowest stop rate, standing time and error resolving time.
Answers regarding the perceived naturalness and comfort
for each locomotion technique were collected using a 6-level
forced-choice Likert-scale (0 = not close to RL walking, 5
= very close to RL walking). Post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon-
Signed-Rank tests showed that WIP (M = 3.19, SD = 0.98)
was significantly higher rated in terms of naturalness when
compared to all other locomotion techniques respectively.
WARP (M = 0.94, SD = 1.29) was rated the least natural, fol-
lowed by AVATAR (M = 1.50, SD = 1.21) and FREEZE (M
= 1.69, SD = 1.62). A one-way repeated measures ANOVA
on the responses about comfort also showed a significant
effect between the locomotion techniques (F(3,60) = 6.01, p
= .001). Post-hoc pairwise t-tests with repeated measures
revealed that FREEZE (M = 1.50, SD = 1.55) has been con-
sidered significantly less comfortable by participants when
compared to all other locomotion techniques. The most com-
fortable locomotion technique was WARP (M = 3.31, SD =
1.49), which was slightly better than WIP (M = 3.00, SD =
1.10) and AVATAR (M = 2.94, SD = 1.06).

We asked participants to rank the perceived accuracy of
the pace for each locomotion technique compared to RL
walking on a 5 level Likert-scale (much slower, slower, ac-
curate, faster, much faster). Medians for each locomotion
technique are as follows: WARP (much faster), Avatar (accu-
rate), WIP (accurate), FREEZE (much slower). When asked
to rank the locomotion techniques according to their own
assessment half of the participants ranked WARP the best,
while 5 participants preferred WIP.

Discussion & Implications
WIP had the closest mean completion time compared to RL
walking (see figure 2). In terms of naturalnessWIP performed
significantly better than the other locomotion techniques,
which might be an effect of a more comprehensive full body
motion involvement. The only other locomotion technique
including a similar body movement was FREEZE, which per-
formed poorly in pace and comfort. Although WARP had
the highest level of comfort, it was significantly faster than
RL, participants considered it very unnatural and they spent
a relatively long time standing and resolving errors (58% of
the total time). This highlights the effect of unrealistic and
comfortable movement on effective and natural navigation.
In both WARP and AVATAR, participants sometimes sim-
ply missed a decision point, because they teleported too far,
resulting in navigation errors. WIP and FREEZE offered a
more continuous motion, but with FREEZE being unaccept-
ably uncomfortable. Therefore we decided to use WIP in
the main study as it provides a good balance between pace,
naturalness and comfort.
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4 MAIN STUDY: VR ENVIRONMENT &
NAVIGATION METHODS

Themain study investigated participants navigation behaviour
with two different methods: A paper map and a mobile map
application on a smartphone. The aimwas to test these under
similar conditions in VR and RL to answer our research ques-
tions. (RQ1) How does the locomotion, the VR environment
and the navigation method influence participants navigation
performance? And (RQ2) how can we improve upon these
factors and bring VR navigation and RL navigation closer
together?
The study was conducted using a within-subject design

meaning each participant tested every navigation method.
This results in the following experiment conditions: Navi-
gating in RL with a paper map (RL PM), navigating in RL
with a smartphone (RL SP), navigating in VR with a paper
map (VR PM) and navigating in VR with a smartphone (VR
SP). In each condition the participants performed the naviga-
tion task of following a predefined route. Instructions for this
were provided by displaying the route on both the paper map
and the smartphone respectively in RL and VR. The smart-
phone additionally provided participants with their current
location. To avoid any spatial learning effects between the
navigation tasks (conditions) we chose four different routes,
which are located in a residential district and randomised the
conditions. The area consists of many intersecting streets
and allowed us to determine four distinct routes (approx.
420m per route), each of which had five turns.

Measures
This section presents the measures that were used to evaluate
the navigation performance, task load, and spatial knowledge
in the experiment.
The navigation performance indicates how well partici-

pants performed according to the time they took to complete
the navigation task and how many errors they made. We
call the overall time participants took to complete the route,
completion time (CT). It consists of the movement time (MT,
time participants are actively moving) and the stop time (ST,
time participants stop and stand still). When participants
performed a wrong turn at a decision point, an error was
counted. The error time (from performing the error until par-
ticipants were back on the predefined track) was removed
from the CT for all conditions.
The task load index is calculated according to the NASA

TLX Paper and Pencil Package [16].
The acquired spatial knowledge is measured by two dif-

ferent tests after each condition: A landmark knowledge test
and a route knowledge test. Acquired landmark knowledge
is determined by a landmark recall task based on the scene
recognition test [19]. For each route nine pictures are shown

to the participants of which five are actually showing parts of
the route, while the others are unrelated. We ask the partici-
pants to decide for each picture if they recall seeing it during
the navigation task. For each correct answer they score one
point, resulting in a maximum score of nine points per test.
The route knowledge test includes a sketch-drawing task
that requires the participant to recall the travelled route [31].
We ask the participants to indicate directional changes and
the amount of turns by drawing the route on a blank piece
of paper.

Implementation
In the RL environment participants received either a lami-
nated DIN A4 sized paper map (figure 1 (a)) or a smartphone
(iPhone 7, figure 1 (b)) showing the experiment area and one
of the four predefined routes. The iOS app used the Google
Maps API for a basic map visualisation and to provide the
participants with the route information and their current
location. The smartphone was also used in the RL PM con-
dition to track navigational data such as the users’ location
and speed data. For the VR setup we used the HTC Vive and
the SteamVR software. To accurately rebuild the RL environ-
ment in VR the layout is based on OpenStreetMap data and
modelled in 3DS Max. After completing the basic setup of
the environment the geometry was manually refined based
on Google Street View imagery. Landmarks, street signs and
other details were modelled in Blender and added to the
scene. We use a slightly modified version of the WIP tech-
nique compared to the one used in the preliminary study.
This version uses one of the VIVE controllers worn as a back-
pack (as depicted in figure 1 (c & d)). The controller’s up and
down movement was tracked to translate the participant’s
WIP motion into a forward motion in VR. The grip button
of the other controller was used to toggle the usage of the
WIP locomotion. To simulate the natural haptic feedback
of the paper map and the smartphone they were attached
to the controller with velcro (see figure 1 (c & d)), depend-
ing on the condition. To match the participants preferred
hand the controller could be attached on either the map’s
right or left side. The smartphone ran a network client ap-
plication created in Unity which allowed us to use the full
multi-touch functionality of the device. The application used
UNET, Unity’s high-level networking API to communicate
with the main study setup. All input was evaluated on the
smartphone, while the detected gestures (e.g. touch, pan,
pinch and rotate) were sent to the server. The correspond-
ing actions were then performed on the virtual smartphone,
making for a fully immersive smartphone interaction.

Participants & Procedure
We recruited 16 participants (8 male and 8 female) with an
average age of 24 (min: 18, max: 30) through advertisements
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on local online bulletin boards. People with strong visual or
hand-motor system impairments were excluded. In a demo-
graphic survey 11 participants stated to have used HMDs
for a few times, 4 participants never used HMDs before and
one participant has been using it on a regular basis. All par-
ticipants use navigation applications, varying from every
day to rarely. Depending on the starting condition for the
participants, we met them either at the RL environment or
at the laboratory where the VR setup was located. In RL they
were guided to the respective starting point of each route.
At the starting point participants received instructions for
the navigation task, a remark about the tests after each task
and were equipped with a GoPro (see figure 1 (a & b)). Partic-
ipants performed the task on their own and were picked up
at the route’s destination. After reaching the destination, the
participants performed the NASA TLX and landmark recall
test on an iPad, the route recall test was done with pen and
paper. The VR part of the experiment started with a three
minute introduction to the HTC VIVE and a training for the
WIP locomotion technique. Afterwards the participants were
introduced to the first navigation method and had some addi-
tional time to get used to it. Afterwards they were placed into
the experiment environment and performed the task. Like
in the RL condition the participants had to take a route and
landmark recall test as well as the NASA TLX after each run.
After the experiment they were asked to fill in a demographic
questionnaire also including questions about their VR experi-
ence (e.g. if they experienced simulator sickness) during the
experiment. This was followed by a semi-structured inter-
view. The interview was done in the participants’ preferred
language, either English or German and included questions
about their perceived difference between RL and VR as well
as between the navigation methods. Between the VR and RL
conditions participants were escorted by car (10 minutes) to
their next destination.

5 RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Half of the participants reported having simulator sickness
in VR and rated the influence on their performance with 2.5
on average (0 = no influence, 4 = strong influence). When
asked about how familiar participants were with the RL
environment the average answer was 2.25 (0 = not familiar
at all, 5 = very familiar).

Navigation Performance
In RL the average completion time was 266.38 seconds (SD =
32.30) when using a paper map and 287.12 seconds (SD =
44.87) when using a smartphone. In VR the participants were
faster in both the PM (M = 230.23, SD = 100.67) and SP con-
dition (M = 195.03, SD = 102.40). The standard deviation
was 2-3 times larger in VR than in RL, which indicates higher
individual differences in VR. A Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test

**
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Figure 3: Average completion time for each method in each
condition.

revealed significant differences when comparing the SP con-
ditions (p < .05, Z = −2.543), whereas no significance was
found in the PM condition (p = 0.193, Z = −1.302). Figure 3
shows the mean CTs for all conditions.

Movement Time. When using the paper map participants
were on average slower in RL (M = 263.16, SD = 35.86)
than in VR (M = 173.97, SD = 91.15). Similar results were
found in the smartphone conditions, where in RL (M =

283.76, SD = 43.88) the movement time was higher than in
VR (M = 150.78, SD = 79.04). Pairwise t-tests with repeated
measures of the movement time revealed significant differ-
ences for both conditions (PM: t(15) = 4.26, p < .001, SP:
t(15) = 5.81, p < .0001). However, in RL the movement time
when using a smartphone was increased compared to the
paper map condition, while in VR we found the opposite.

Stop Time. When using the paper map in RL 4 participants
stopped at least once, while the others walked continuously.
The smartphone induced slightly more stops, but still five
participants never stopped. In VR all participants stopped
at least once, regardless of the method. Correlating to these
numbers was the difference in stop time between RL and
VR. A Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test found significant differ-
ences (p < .001, Z = −3.491) when comparing the stop
time in RL PM (M = 3.22, SD = 6.99) to the VR counterpart
(M = 56.26, SD = 37.65). Performing the same test on the
smartphone conditions also revealed significant differences
(p < .0001, Z = −4.170) between RL (M = 3.36, SD = 3.54)
and VR (M = 44.25, SD = 30.16). Considering the stan-
dard deviation our results suggest notably large individual
differences in all conditions.

Errors. In total 30 navigation errors were recorded. 7 (PM:
2, SP: 5) errors were performed in RL and 23 (PM: 10, SP:
13) in VR. When comparing the navigation methods in both
RL and VR the smartphone induced more errors than the
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Figure 4: Average route recall score for each condition in
terms of number of correct turns and number of correct di-
rectional changes.

paper map. It is important to note that three participants
were responsible for 24 (80%) of all errors which include all
of the RL errors and 17 of the VR errors. All remaining 6
errors were performed in VR by different participants.

Task Load
When using the paper map 14 out of 16 participants consid-
ered the task load in RL (M = 30.33, SD = 20.77) to be lower
than in VR (M = 47.25, SD = 18.73). In the smartphone
condition all of the participants reported a lower task load in
RL (M = 27.54, SD = 16.45) than in VR (M = 47.88, SD =
18.50). On average the task load was ∼ 36% less in RL than
in VR for the paper map and ∼ 42% for the smartphone con-
dition. A Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test found significance for
both the paper map (p < .001, Z = −3.366) and smartphone
condition (p < .0001, Z = −4.170). When comparing every
single subscale of the task load index between RL and VR
we always found a lower mean in RL than in VR, regardless
of the method. The results suggest that the task load in RL is
generally lower than in VR and that the navigation method
itself does not seem to have a large impact.

Spatial Knowledge
The measurements of the acquired spatial knowledge con-
sisted of a landmark recall and a route recall test. In the
landmark recall test participants could achieve a maximum
score of 9, while the route recall test was divided into two
measurements with a maximum score of 5 points each.

Landmark Recall Test. On average the landmark recall was
better in RL than in VR for both paper map and smartphone.
In the paper map condition the average score decreased

from 5.94 in RL to 5.06 in VR, while the standard deviation
increased slightly from 1.48 to 1.77 respectively. We found
similar results for the smartphone condition, where the mean
score decreased from 5.94 in RL to 4.75 in VR, while the stan-
dard deviation remained similar (1.18 in both conditions).
A pairwise t-test with repeated measures found no signifi-
cant differences (t(15) = −1.28,p = 0.2192) between RL and
VR in the paper map condition, but significant differences
were revealed when comparing the smartphone conditions
(t(15) = 3.05,p < .01). When comparing the landmarks
themselves we found that in RL all landmarks were recog-
nised at least once, while there were two landmarks in VR
that were never recalled by the participants. In VR 14 out of
20 landmarks had a recognition rate below 50%, while in RL
10 out of 20 had a recognition rate below 50%.

Route Recall Test. No participant scored less than 3 out of 5
possible points for both the number of correct turns (#turns)
and the number of correct directional changes (#directions)
respectively. The average score in terms of the correct amount
of turns slightly increased when comparing RL (PM: 4.63, SP:
4.38) to VR (PM: 4.69, SP: 4.56). In contrast to that the average
score for the correct directional changes is fairly higher in RL
(PM: 4.56, SP: 4.50) than in VR (PM: 4.38, SP: 4.19). A pairwise
Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test revealed no significant difference
for both aspects between RL and VR for paper map (#turns:
p = 0.766, Z = −0.298, #directions: p = 0.429, Z = −0, 791)
and smartphone (#turns: p = 0.407, Z = −0.829, #directions:
p = 0.243, Z = −1.167). Nevertheless it is worth to mention
that the smartphone caused a slight decrease in the means
with a slightly bigger standard deviation for each aspect in
RL and VR compared to the paper map which can be seen in
figure 4.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In our study we compare navigation performance, task load
and spatial knowledge acquisition using a paper map and
smartphone in RL and VR respectively. Overall the results
between VR and RL were significantly different in naviga-
tion performance, task load and landmark recognition. Route
recognition, however, was not significantly different in both
RL and VR. Still challenges and problems are to overcome
until VR environments can fully replace RL for navigation in
an experiment setting. The following discussion will there-
fore highlight how the locomotion, the VR environment and
the navigation method influence participants navigation per-
formance (RQ1). We also present guidelines (see figure 5)
on how we can improve upon these factors and bring VR
navigation and RL navigation closer together (RQ2).
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Issue Guidelines Based on

Individual differences in locomotion speed Individually measure and adapt walking speeds per participant Recorded data

Increasing locomotion speed over time Use measured walking speeds as threshold + long training phases (>15min) Recorded data

Environment for landmark knowledge Choose/Create environments that include “landmark worthy” architecture/objects Recorded data

Tracking of real props for virtual devices Use external tracking like Leap Motion to track hands and devices Development Phase

Novelty factor of VR Recruit experienced users General observation

Narrow FOV of HMDs New HMDs will come with wider FOV, for now narrowing the FOV in RL is an option General observation

Legibility of small screen devices or maps Use latest HMDs for highest display resolution General observation

Figure 5: Guidelines for testing navigation methods in VR based on different findings of our study.

Locomotion
WIP proved to be the most natural locomotion technique
from the ones that were tested in our pre-study, but that
doesn’t mean that it doesn’t come with drawbacks that need
to be discussed. McMahans Framework for Interaction Fi-
delity Analysis (FIFA) rates WIP slightly above mid-fidelity
and found that mid-fidelity interactions mostly perform
worse than high- as well as low-fidelity interaction [22, 23].
Although their implementation differed slightly from ours
we would rate our implementation similarly and see the fol-
lowing challenges for pedestrian navigation: The movement
times in figure 3 suggest that participants were overall faster
in the VR conditions compared to the RL conditions. This
could be an artefact of the factor translating the up and down
movement into forward motion while using our WIP imple-
mentation. To better control this in future studies we suggest
taking individual walking speed measure in the beginning
of both the VR and RL condition. That way experimenters
know how much the speed gets in- or decreased in VR on
an individual basis. Another thing we noted was, that partic-
ipants sped up during the second VR condition as they got
used to WIP and tried to exploit the locomotion technique
(e.g. jogging, walking through objects). This could be dealt
with using the before measured walking speed as a reference
and prohibit deviating too much from it.

VR Environment
In comparison between the RL and VR conditions the route
recall test did not show significant differences. Due to the
short length of the routes it was possible, on both the paper
map and the smartphone, to see the whole route at once. So
participants could have potentially recalled the image of the
route they saw on their device. Due to the high number of
landmarks that we used in our test the landmarks chosen
in RL and remodelled in VR, some of them might not have
been recognised as such. As most of the streets were regu-
lar neighbourhoods we had to deal with a lot of repeating

patterns in architecture which made it difficult to generate
enough building that qualify as proper landmarks.
As the questionnaire showed, only one participant used

VR technology regularly. The rest of the participants have
used it either a few times or never before. Being exposed
to new technologies often induces a high task load. As our
implementation of the WIP technique and the use of our VR
props was unique in this setup we expected this to have an
influence on the NASA TLX results.
As mentioned in the results we saw a high number of

errors were made by only 3 participants. Two of these three
experienced strong simulator sickness. However we didn’t
find any significant correlation in VR between the errors
and simulators sickness or errors and familiarity with the
environment.

Navigation Methods
The 110 degrees field of view (FOV) and the low resolution
compared to natural vision are the top confounding factors
when using a HMD in VR experiments. We found that less
FOV results in increased head movement as participants
look around or at their navigation device. This potentially
decreases the spatial knowledge acquisition and increases the
physical demand. The low resolution introduces legibility is-
sues when reading small text on a map or smartphone. Partic-
ipants had to bring the smartphone screen unnaturally close
to their face to read street names when comparing them to
the street signs in the VR environment. Especially for smart-
phone navigation in virtual city environments HMDs with
higher display resolution will improve the benefit of street
names and other indicators on maps. Most VR implementa-
tions use bigger text placed directly in the environment to
ensure legibility [4] but due to the realistic form factor of our
navigation devices we were bound to a certain maximum text
size. The results show that in RL participants were a slightly
faster with the paper map than with the smartphone when
in VR it was the other way round. Additionally in RL partic-
ipants performed more than double the numbers of errors
with the smartphone compared to the paper map whereas in
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VR the score was a lot more similar. The RL difference could
be explained by the simplicity and length of the route. With a
longer, more complex route the smartphone might have had
the upper hand due to the possibility to zoom into the area
of interest but with a short route the map gave a bigger more
readable overview in RL. In VR however participants were
faster with the smartphone. As figure 1 shows participants
used real props with the HTC Vive controller attached which
they could manipulate in VR. This made for a very realistic
experience. However it worked better for the smartphone
than for the paper map, which could explain the difference
in CT and the larger number of errors for the paper map. The
controller attached to the smartphone served as a handle
to hold the phone and was evenly balanced. The controller
attached to the map created an imbalance as now one side
of the map was heavier than the other which hindered turn-
ing the map to face track-up, which is a common behaviour
while navigating [25]. Tracking the map and the hands with
external hardware could be a solution to resolve this issue.
On the smartphone rotation could be easily be performed
in VR by using the well known two finger rotate-gesture.
According to McMahans FIFA [22] our VR paper map and
smartphone interaction rates as high-fidelity which is re-
flected in our general observation of participants using them,
especially for the smartphone. The overall touch input on
the smartphone seemed to work very well for participants.
In prior tests we found that touch accuracy is very high even
without highlighting the touch points in VR, as long as the
VR model and the RL prop are perfectly aligned. Having
the controller attached to the phone in VR also helped a lot.
Interestingly the task load was not affected by the navigation
method.

VR offers a promising simulation environment to test nav-
igation techniques, but comes with lots of challenges that
prevent a true to RL navigation experience. Our research
shows that the interaction with two of the most common
navigation aids can be successfully implemented using a VE
and HMDs in a pedestrian navigation simulation in VR. Still
typical problems like field of view and legibility are yet to be
solved but will loose importance as the technology develops.
Especially the latter has a large influence on the usability of
text based navigation devices in VR. We believe that our re-
sults and guidelines will help future researchers to compare
multi modal navigation interfaces in VR as well as motivate
future work to close the gap between RL field studies and
VR lab studies bit by bit.
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